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- TREX-IO HDF5 -> TurboRVB WF

Today’s topics:

- PySCF -> TREX-IO HDF5
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A workflow for pySCF -> TurboRVB

(Output) fort.10

pyscf_to_trexio.ipynb

The obtained HDF5 file 

texio_to_turborvb.ipynb

1) pySCF -> TREX-IO :

2) TREX-IO -> TurboRVB WF

(Input) pySCF
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PySCF -> TREX-IO

TODO list:

See pyscf_to_trexio.ipynb.

- Pseudo potential Information (No ECP info. is stored).

- shell_prim_factor implementation (for the time being, it is set 1 for all.)

Would someone help me during this hackathon??
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TREX-IO -> TurboRVB

See. texio_to_turborvb.ipynb.

TODO list:

- Implementation as a “tool”, i.e., it is a jupyter notebook now.

- Contracted basis sets with same exponents.

- Pseudo potential Information (No ECP info. is stored)

How trexio.py is packaged?? Could we talk about this topic during the hackathon?
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TurboRVB and Turbo-Genius

K. Nakano and collaborators, in preparation (2022)

K. Nakano, C. Attaccalite, M. Barborini, L. Capriotti, M. Casula, E. Coccia, M. Dagrada, 
Y. Luo, G. Mazzola, A. Zen, and S. Sorella, J. Chem. Phys. 152, 204121 (2020)

QMC engines (DFT, VMC-optimization, VMC, LRDMC)

Python wrappers.

© Kosuke Nakano (SISSA/JAIST)
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A typical workflow in TurboRVB

1. Prepare a structure and basis set

2. DFT

3. VMC-opt

5. LRDMC

Construct a reasonable initial WF!

Optimize the wavefunction

LRDMC with the optimized WF.

= Workflow =

makefort10.x

prep.x

turborvb.x

turborvb.x

4. VMC Do a VMC run. turborvb.x
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Workflow of the TREXIO-TurboRVB converter

This is because of the complication of the 
TurboRVB WF format.

First, the converter generates a TurboRVB WF file 
using only basis set and structure information 
stored in a TREX-IO file. 

Then, the converter writes the MO information 
stored in a TREX-IO file into the generated WF file.
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Wavefunction file (fort.10)

All the information (except for pseudo potential info.) is included in a single file, named “fort.10”

“fort.10” can be generated by 
“makefort10.x” (see later).
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fort.10 Header

Header:
Nelup: The number of spin up electrons in the system.

Jas 2body: Onebody and Twobody Jastrow types

The total number of Jastrow variational param.

The total number of determinant variational param.

The number of atomic forces.

Nel: The total number of electrons in the system.

Ion: The number of nuclei in the system.
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Structure

Coordinates:

- N: Atomic number

- Z: The number of valence electrons

- xn, yn, zn : atomic positions (Bohr)

Pseudo potential case N != Z

If you want to use a H-pseudo potential, 
please put N=1.0, Z=1.00001 (dummy).
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Basis set in makefort10.input/fort.10

Basis set for the determinant part:

Shell codes: 16 -> s orbital
36 -> p orbital
68 -> d orbital
48 -> f orbital
51 -> g orbital
72 -> h orbital
73 -> i orbital
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Wavefunction (makefort.10.x)

Input: makefort10.input Binary: makefort10.x Output:fort10_new

makefort10.x is a tool for generating JAGP WF(fort.10) from makefort10.input.

Structural information.

Basis-set information.
makefort10.input file Wavefunction file (fort.10)

makefort10.x
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Single Slater-determinant (convertfort10mol.x)

Input: convertfort10mol.input, 
fort.10_in Binary: convertfort10mol.x Output:fort10_new

convertfort10mol.x is a tool for adding molecular orbitals to fort.10_in.

This is used for converting a JAGP WF to a JSD WF.

DFT (prep.x) works only with molecular orbitals!! So, one should convert a WF from the JsAGPs to JSD.

with

Slater Determinant
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Molecular orbital coeff. in fort.10

Molecular orbitals (100000):

Molecular orbitals can be added by “convertfort10mol.x”. DFT works only with molecular orbitals.

In fort.10, 1000000 indicates a molecular orbital.

These coefficients are replaced with 
the values read from a TREX-IO file
using a method implemented in 
fort10.py!

io_fort10.turborvb_basis_set_list.update_
molecular_orbitals(mo_coefficient_turbo)




